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Abstract 
Mind has been a creation of the brain, subtle form of matter, with which the brain is composed of, though 
considered an independent functional entity representing a living being, at spiritual and functional levels, 
supporting the generation of thoughts and feelings, giving rise to mental and spiritual activities at cognitive and 
emotional levels. This Brain-Mind relationship has created many Material-Scientific principles and based on which 
most of our relationships are dependent on. It’s this duo that creates an understanding about the relationships and 
related expectations and tries to fulfill all the expectations personal, social and professional. These expectations 
when does not get proper attention it leads to agony and the self-blaming or the person starts finding faults in 
others. This paper discusses the Brain-Mind relationship and its relation with the relationship battles that we face 
in day to day life is being discussed and focused. This duo leads to extraordinary and positive emotional 
experience, and associated behaviour, which take human behaviour to glorious and noble levels of existence. On 
the other hand, negative emotions and their effects on behaviour have opposite values, as they may be alarming, 
mind blowing, and painful; and human beings often deploy such negative emotions.  
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Mind has been a creation of the brain, subtle form of matter, with which the brain is composed of, though 
considered an independent functional entity representing the human being, at spiritual and functional levels, 
supporting the generation of thoughts and feelings, giving rise to mental and spiritual activities at cognitive and 
emotional levels. The functional concepts and relationships are created through physical-structural levels, 
across the material components contributing to the brain and the material universe.  Living cells and their 
structural materials contribute to the development functional capabilities at different levels, which have been 
identified as the features or components of the mind.   The structural and functional combinations of the basic 
biological and physical materials contributed to functional capabilities, which develops as the mind power.  
Human beings mentally developed and created mental concepts of multiple relationships, and deployed them 
and made them functional in the wide structural world around and within. Using mentally developed concepts, 
multiple relationships and original ideas and mental capabilities could be developed, and all of which served as 
mental format in each individual.  The functional relationships that could be created served as mental concepts 
and the functional properties associated with the physical or structural properties became independent 
functional systems. People consider that the different physical structural systems and their functions constitute 
independent material systems of the world, and believe that independent universal forces were, and have been 
intentionally created using the structural and functional variations.  They were used to considering the 
functional systems and their applications as evidence of independent presence of the material world, which 
they believed could spiritually interact with.     
The immense capability of the brain is its capacity to convert relationships detected and created into symbolic 
and verbal formats, which could be symbolically and typographically expressed, both verbally and 
symbolically. The expressive and experiencing capabilities attained by the brain is largely supported by the 
symbolic and verbal meanings that could be generated during the corresponding expressions. This capability 
has been identified as encoding and extensive scientific works have been carried out on this scientific capability  
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(Babiloni et al. 2006; Cabeza et al. 1997; Casasanto et al. 2002; Fletcher et al. 1995; Fujii, et al. 2002; Kapur et 
al. 1994; Lepage et al. 2000; Mukundan 2007, 2015, 2017; Nyberg et al. 1996; Roopesh 2000; Tulving et al. 
1994a, b, c). Each brain trained by a specific culture and methods of acquiring meanings and interpretive 
capabilities may develop a specific system of thinking, interpreting, assigning meaning to own expressions and 
expressions of other individuals.  Expressions could be expressive verbally, graphically, or behaviorally. The 
expressions are assigned specific meaning through emotional effects, assigned in own experiences and various 
types and modes of expressions.  A spiritual vision makes one believe in a spiritual power taking care of 
everything in the universe, into which one would insert all happiness and opposite effects of behaviour and 
responses of once own as well as that of all others whose behaviour or responses would directly or indirectly 
affect ones’ own happiness and all other emotional effects.  
Faith in the spiritual power of a higher power controlling the universe has been a strong belief, which 
controlled the lives of millions of people from the very early stages of human existence. Such focused belief and 
faith results in the endowment of the faith, and still keep each mind enriched with strength and power to 
accept all difficulties of life as spiritual resultant and they learn to live with struggles and hardships in life, and 
still maintain hope and love and faith in the spiritual life, and the strength of the spiritual force in maintaining 
positive and happy effects in the limited span of life of each individual, beyond which one cannot carry on with 
physical existence. Groups of people belonging to different countries, lands with terrestrial areas, preferred 
creation of their own belief systems, as well as, presence of specific spiritual systems and spiritual power 
responsible for the genesis and maintenance of physical and biological spectrum of each life. And they 
continued their belief in the presence of the spiritual force within, as well as vested spiritual power with the 
nonphysical and nonbiological entity in which they believe as the supreme universal control, the belief which 
may give immense mental power to each individual, though it would never defy physical, biological principles 
in the universe. The spiritual belief provides each individual with immense psychological strength and power 
from the belief systems created within, using which one learns to build the innate strength within.  One could 
practice and learn to make use of the mental strength to create inner images of strength which one could learn 
to make use of by creating mental imageries of power, which may never get physically or biologically entitled 
into a physical reality.  The hypnotic effects generally work strongly on individuals, who are mentally prepared 
and willing to accept the creation of the new entities and effects.  
A reality, which has been as strong as a scientific fact is that the body could live maximum only for a century, 
when both the body and the mind perished. There has not been even a single exception to this, though many 
human beings strongly believed that the ‘atma’ or spirit continued to survive forever in a different format.  
There has never been any type of verification of this belief, though the human minds often believed in such 
possibility and wrote stores of their permanent presence.   The devils and evil forces always lived only in the 
minds of people, who were born on the earth.  Nevertheless, we do have people, in hundreds or even more, who 
believe in such forces and apply them in life. Presence of positive emotions, especially that of love and affection 
is the basis of most extraordinary positive behaviour and thoughts in man, which allow them to share their 
own personal benefits with selected other persons, and even suffer their pain and other sufferings for the 
benefits of the other persons, whom they love. This is indeed extraordinary and positive emotional experience, 
and associated behaviour, which take human behaviour to glorious and noble levels of existence. On the other 
hand, negative emotions and their effects on behaviour have opposite values, as they may be alarming, mind 
blowing, and painful; and human beings often deploy such negative emotions, which may precipitate equally 
disturbing and painful behaviour in other individuals.  Presentation of positive or negative emotional effects in 
behaviour must therefore be either intentionally self-induced by stimulus inputs and motor responses, which 
carry the wide range of emotional effects as experiences and/or expressions.   
Emotions form the most unique neurobehavioral component of behaviour and experience for human beings. 
Emotions are experienced as well as they could be expressed. Its internal presence is the unique attribute, 
which adds to the capability of emotion.   Emotion is experienced either positively or negatively, in which 
positive emotions are always accepted as pleasant, enjoyable and beneficial for the self, and may indicate 
personal success in efforts related to personal achievements, whereas negative emotions may cause pain, 
distress, and disappointments as it may indicate personal failures.   Emotional effects in expressive and 
experiential behaviour facilitate the strength of the self-evoked as well as externally induced and controlled 
responses (Mukundan et al. 2019, a, b, c, 2018a, b, c; 2017, 2016; Mukundan, 2019).  Emotional effects may 
have positive or negative effects on behaviour-responses, based on the personal acceptability of the emotional 
effects experienced within.  The effects of emotional experiences and expressions indeed make behaviour as 
well as associated self-image immensely precious or noble divine for the individual. Life may become 
immensely powerful, valuable and exciting with the superimposition of emotional effects, contributing to 
spiritual and various psychological effects in the individual.  The logic of relationships across different temporal 
and spatial components or factors would require determination and elicitation into logical relationships, which 
may be the outcome of prevailing strategic relationships that may be drawn for attaining complex and multiple 
effects in the universe or the material world.  
It is amazing, as well as alarming to know that there has never been even a single case of failure of death or an 
equivalent biological state of continuous life without its cessation. Birth and death have always supplemented 
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one another, without a single case of failure of death.  Matter has always continued to be present without 
passing through, any change unless and until it is affected by external factors or internal changes, when it 
reacts to the physical conditions and changes. Presence of life, in the most elementary form, is seen in 
agricultural products, may be in grass or in other several higher forms of growth.  Presence of mind in the most 
elementary form is seen in living beings – creatures, which are considered belonging to the animal world.  
However, these mental creations are more in the form of recognizing and experiencing, which mark diverse 
associations through encoding, further providing emotional arousal to those who may be processing them. 
Encoding is the complex neurocognitive process, using which one creates, as well as interprets, meaning to 
various associations between words and sentences, or symbols expressed in all modes.  Encoding process may 
turn out to be complex and lengthy or short process, depending on the meanings and interpretations created or 
assembled from components, which may be words or symbols.     Emotion is experienced as the mental state 
associated with specific sensory-motor experiences evoked through recognition of the personal effects of each 
word, or entity recognized.  That emotions and associated experiences could be verbally and symbolically 
expressed provide pathways for knowing their experiences, as well as expressions using subtle and vivid 
emotional effects, expressed as body and psychological responses by the self, and from others.  Other than 
experiential components of emotions, they are expressed Internally, and in behaviour, as well as through 
verbalization.  Both verbal accents and meaning of words and sentences could communicate emotional values, 
which are to be evaluated by the listener and decode those values.  Emotions are verbally expressed and also 
expressed through musical performances, and in all communications, which may use these as the medium for 
communications.  
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